
LETTER FROM FR. JOE MATTEUCIG: 

 

What can I tell you about me and us here in Taiwan?  Overall, we are doing fine.  Life continues in a 
regular way even though yesterday due to new infections (about 20) we got the news from the 
Archbishop that from this coming Sunday--May 14 till June 8--all Sunday Liturgies and group activities 
must be cancelled. As I consequence, I was notified that Pentecost Sunday Liturgy + Baptism is cancelled 
and 2 programs I was following at the local Catholic Hospital (one the RCIA program with 10 participants 
and the formation monthly meeting with the Pastoral staff have been cancelled for the time being ... I 
really enjoyed the RCIA program). These new directives are also limiting the activities of Edi, Fabrizio and 
Ino. I hope this situation is a temporary one. 

 In Taipei, we are involved in several areas: parish ministry, teaching, social involvement, work with 
migrants, ecumenical and inter-faith dialogue, retreat work, etc., never a dull moment around here! 
Julian, Martino, Joe V continue their service of teaching, with optimism, yet in the midst of new 
regulations and restrictions. With the excuse of the pandemic, new rules and restrictions have been 
placed on religious and other activities, and it seems that these are going to stay till...forever? Enrico, on 
the other hand is still in Italy waiting to come back. In the meantime, he teaches online. Wawan, as you 
know, will be back here after he completes his program in Milwaukee. And then after a break, he will, 
hopefully, go back to his previous work.  



At the level of delegation, covid-19 and other restrictions have put a stop on our face-to-face gatherings. 
This year for example, we were not able to organize our yearly gathering. Most work was done, and is 
done, through social media, which puts an added stress on our communications in terms of what and 
how to say things. I am sure you understand. I am sure many other regions, including the US are 
experiencing these limitations in terms of meetings, gatherings, assemblies, chapters, and retreats. All 
this, I believe, is pushing our creativity to a new level... AH!!!! 

Personally, I am doing fine. Time is flying! I have been here now over a year and a half. Happy to be here 
and happy to see that community, past friends and my former Chinese teacher are making my re-entry 
serene and not too bumpy. Last year, I was planning to go to China and re-connect with Joev, Martino, 
Julian, and some of my friends; and then go to Manila to visit with the students who were assigned to 
our delegation. Covid-19 put a stop to all these travels, and so we create and strengthen our missionary 
bond though social media.  

To make a long story short, the students are not here yet and we don't know when they will be arriving. 
Fr. Innocent and Friwandi are in Manila. Friwandi, after his English studies, is beginning to take some 
introductory courses in theology (courses that can easily be transferred to the school of theology in 
Taiwan). Innocent, having completed his English studies, is now looking into some courses in 
anthropology aimed at deepening his knowledge of the Chinese world. Erasto is still in Mexico because 
after the funeral COVID-19 did not allow him to go back to Manila and finish his classes there, so he 
continues his studies online. He should finish by the summer. Then we hope [the end of] COVID-19 will 
allow all of them to come to Taiwan.  Last but not least, Osvaldo, is in Franklin as you know, doing 
summer English studies. Despite these many ups and downs I believe they are, together with the local 
community, finding ways to sustain and strengthen their desire to join us and together with us spending 
our energies for the "audace progetto,” the audacious project. 

 


